Abstract
however, the Y DNA haplogroups increased to 48.0% R (10 R1a and 10 R1b), while the 1 7 mitochondrial haplogroups remained 90.6% H, V, K, U, J, or T (Supplementary Table S1 3.2% Western Asian, 3.1% Kalash, and 1.6% Amerindian ancestries ( Figure 1C and Table 1 ). by R1a; this incoming ancestry is associated with present-day Northern European ancestry.
5
There was also gene flow from Europe to the steppes associated with the transition from the 1 6
Middle Bronze Age to the Late Bronze Age.
7
The Amerindian and Circumpolar ancestries were shared with the Eastern hunter-gathers 1 8
from Karelia and Samara as well as all the steppe peoples but were absent from the other
Europeans from the Early Neolithic through the Bronze Age. The proportion of Amerindian shared between the steppe populations and the Caucasian hunter-gatherers was predominantly 2 2
Southern Asian, not Western Asian. Southern Asian ancestry ( Figure 1E and Table 1 ). Asian, and 6.8% Omotic ancestry ( Figure 1F and pastoralists from the steppes during Bronze Age Europe suggests that the ultimate spread of agriculture occurred by cultural, not demic, diffusion.
5
We found evidence of autosomal ancestries implicating populations ranging from Central
Asia, North Asia, South Asia, Northern Africa, the Middle East, and the Caucasus in ancestry between the Caucasian hunter-gatherers and the steppe peoples was predominantly the Indo-European language family whereas Western Asian ancestry correlates with the Ibero- by haplogroup R and yet was inferred by ADMIXTURE to be one ancestry, rather than two could detect both stages of Southern European ancestry.
4
All the ancestries in our reference panel were estimated from present-day individuals and 1 5 therefore reflect present-day ancestry-specific allele frequencies. As these allele frequencies increases. Thus, this issue is a bigger problem for Ice Age Europeans than for Bronze Age 2 0
Europeans. This problem can be solved if allele frequencies for each of the ancestors of the 2 1 present-day ancestries were known. by zeroing out any ancestry for which the 95% confidence interval included 0. Finally, the 9 significant ancestry proportions were renormalized to sum to 1. 
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